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Abstract

We study the nuclear medium effects in the weak structure functions $F_2(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3(x, Q^2)$ in the deep inelastic neutrino/antineutrino reactions in nuclei. We use a theoretical model for the nuclear spectral functions which incorporates the conventional nuclear effects, such as Fermi motion, binding and nucleon correlations. We also consider the pion and rho meson cloud contributions calculated from a microscopic model for meson-nucleus self-energies. The calculations have been performed using relativistic nuclear spectral functions which include nucleon correlations. Our results are compared with the experimental data of NuTeV and CDHSW.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear medium effects in the deep inelastic scattering processes have been widely discussed after the measurement and comparison of iron and deuterium electromagnetic structure functions $F_2^N(x, Q^2)$ by the European Muon Collaboration at CERN using charged lepton beams [1]. Thereafter studies, both theoretical as well as experimental, have been made in several nuclei. Presently most of the information on nuclear medium effects comes from the charged lepton scattering data. The weak structure functions $F_2^N(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3^N(x, Q^2)$ have also been measured using neutrino (antineutrino) beams [2–9]. More experiments are planned to obtain data in the deep inelastic region using neutrino/antineutrino beams that will complement the information obtained from the charged lepton scattering. The nuclear effects for the weak structure functions $F_2^A(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3^A(x, Q^2)$ may be in general different. Moreover, the nuclear correction for the weak structure function $F_2^A(x, Q^2)$ may be different from that of the electromagnetic structure function $F_2^{EM,A}(x, Q^2)$. The precise measurement of deep inelastic scattering $\nu(\bar{\nu})$ cross section is also important in providing global fits of the parton distribution functions (PDFs) and due to the fact that most of the $\nu(\bar{\nu})$ experiments are being performed with nuclear targets, the nuclear effects should be properly accounted for before extracting the free nucleon parton distribution function. In the determination of electroweak parameters, a good knowledge of the nuclear medium effects is required.

Furthermore, with the confirmation of the neutrino oscillation hypothesis in the atmospheric as well as accelerator based experiments, the target is to determine precisely the parameters of the neutrino mass mixing matrix (PMNS matrix), particularly to get some information on mixing angle $\theta_{13}$ and CP-violating phase $\delta$, using long baseline neutrino experiments and getting neutrinos from factories as well as $\beta$-beam sources [10]. Most of these experiments are in the few GeV energy region. These high intensity neutrino sources are aimed to reduce the statistical uncertainties. Recently more efforts have been made to understand the systematic uncertainties [11]. This is because in the region of a few GeV, which is sensitive to the determination of the parameters of PMNS matrix, the cross sections have not been very well measured. Due to this reason various experiments are going on or have been proposed and lots of theoretical studies have been recently made for understanding the nuclear medium effects. These theoretical studies are mainly done for the quasielastic and one pion production processes, and recently some work on the two pion
production, nucleon knock out reaction, hyperon production and single kaon production has been performed. In the case of deep inelastic scattering process induced by weak interaction, there are very few calculations where the dynamical origin of the nuclear medium effects has been studied \cite{12, 13}. In some theoretical analysis, nuclear medium effects have been phenomenologically described in terms of a few parameters which are determined from fitting the experimental data of charged leptons and (anti)neutrino deep inelastic scattering from various nuclear targets \cite{14–21}.

MINER$\nu$A \cite{22} is taking data using neutrinos from NuMI Lab., and their aim is to perform cross section measurement in the neutrino energy region of 1-20 GeV and with various nuclear targets like carbon, iron and lead. This will experimentally complement the present theoretical understanding of nuclear medium effects. NuSOnG experiment \cite{23, 24} has been proposed at Fermi lab to study the structure functions in the deep inelastic region using neutrino sources. NuTeV collaboration \cite{9} has reported the results on weak charged and neutral current induced (anti)neutrino processes on an iron target in the deep inelastic region. NOMAD \cite{25} is doing data analysis of their experimental results and very soon going to report the results for the structure functions and cross sections in carbon target using neutrino beam.

In this paper, we study nuclear medium effects on the structure functions $F_2(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3(x, Q^2)$ in iron and carbon nuclear targets. We use a relativistic nucleon spectral function \cite{26} to describe the momentum distribution of nucleons in the nucleus and define everything within a field theoretical approach where nucleon propagators are written in terms of this spectral function. The spectral function has been calculated using the Lehmann’s representation for the relativistic nucleon propagator and nuclear many body theory is used for calculating it for an interacting Fermi sea in nuclear matter. A local density approximation is then applied to translate these results to finite nuclei \cite{13, 27, 28}. We have assumed the Callan-Gross relationship for nuclear structure functions $F_2^A(x)$ and $F_1^A(x)$. The contributions of the pion and rho meson clouds are taken into account in a many body field theoretical approach which is based on Refs. \cite{27, 29}. We have taken into account target mass correction following Ref. \cite{30} which has significant effect at low $Q^2$, moderate and high Bjorken $x$. To take into account the shadowing effect which is important at low $Q^2$ and low $x$, and modulates the contribution of pion and rho cloud contributions, we have followed the works of Kulagin and Petti \cite{12, 31}. Since we have applied the present
formalism at low $Q^2$ also, hence we have not assumed the Bjorken limit. Recently, we have applied the present formalism to study nuclear effects in the electromagnetic structure function $F_2(x, Q^2)$ in nuclei in the deep inelastic lepton nucleus scattering [28], and found that the numerical results agree with recent JLab results where the data for the ratios $R_{F_2}^A(x, Q^2) = \frac{2F_2^A(x, Q^2)}{AF_2} \Delta_{e-\text{scatteron}}(x, Q^2)$ have been obtained [32] and also to the some of the earlier experiments performed with the heavier nuclear targets. Motivated by the success of the present formalism [13, 27, 28, 33], in this paper, we have studied the nuclear medium effects in weak structure functions $F_2(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3(x, Q^2)$ and compared our results with the experimental results of NuTeV and CDHSW. Furthermore, we have obtained the ratio of the structure functions $R_{F_i}^A(x, Q^2) = \frac{2F_i^A(x, Q^2)}{AF_i} \Delta_{e-\text{scatteron}}(x, Q^2)$ (i=2,3) to see how they do compare with the ratio obtained earlier for the electromagnetic structure function. Using these $F_2(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3(x, Q^2)$ structure functions we have obtained the differential scattering cross sections in iron and carbon nuclear targets. The results in iron are compared with the available experimental data and the results in carbon would be a good test of our model when NOMAD [25] results would come up.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. II we introduce some basic formalism for lepton-nucleon scattering, in Sect. III we analyse the different nuclear effects, in Sect. IV we present the results of our calculations and compare them with the available experimental results. In Sect. V we conclude our findings.
II. FORMALISM

The expression of the differential cross section, for deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of neutrino with a nucleon target induced by charged current reaction

\[ \nu_l(k) + N(p) \rightarrow l^-(k') + X(p'), \ l = e, \mu, \]  

shown in Fig.1, is given in terms of the Bjorken variables \( x \) and \( y \) and the dimensionless structure functions \( F_i (i = 1-5) \) by

\[
\frac{d^2 \sigma^{\nu(\bar{\nu})}}{dx \ dy} = \frac{G_F^2 M E_{\nu}}{\pi (1 + Q^2/M_W^2)^2} \left( y^2 x + \frac{m_l^2 y}{2 E_{\nu} M} \right) F_1(x, Q^2) + \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{m_l^2}{4 E_{\nu}^2} \right) - \left( 1 + \frac{M x}{2 E_{\nu}} \right) y \right] F_2(x, Q^2)
\]

\[
\pm \left[ xy \left( 1 - \frac{y}{2} \right) - \frac{m_l^2 y}{4 E_{\nu} M} \right] F_3(x, Q^2) + \frac{m_l^2 (m_l^2 + Q^2)}{4 E_{\nu}^2 M^2 x} F_4(x, Q^2) - \frac{m_l^2}{E_{\nu} M} F_5(x, Q^2)
\]

where \( G_F \) is the Fermi coupling constant, \( m_l \) is the mass of lepton, \( E_{\nu} \) is the incident neutrino/antineutrino energy, \( M \) is the mass of nucleon, in \( F_3, + \text{sign}(- \text{sign}) \) is for neutrino(antineutrino), \( x = \frac{Q^2}{2 M_{\nu}} \) is the Bjorken variable, \( y = \frac{\nu_{\nu}}{E_{\nu}}, \nu \) and \( q \) being the energy and momentum transfer of leptons and \( Q^2 = -q^2 \). \( F_4 \) and \( F_5 \) are generally omitted since they are suppressed by a factor of at least \( m_l^2/2 M E_{\nu} \) relative to the contributions of \( F_1, F_2 \) and \( F_3 \). \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) are related by the Callan-Gross relation \cite{34} leading to only two independent structure functions \( F_2 \) and \( F_3 \). The nucleon structure functions are determined in terms of parton distribution functions for quarks and anti-quarks. For the numerical calculations, parton distribution functions for the nucleons have been taken from the parametrization of CTEQ Collaboration (CTEQ6.6) \cite{35}. The NLO evolution of the deep inelastic structure functions has been taken from the works of Moch et al. \cite{36–38}.

III. NUCLEAR EFFECTS IN NEUTRINO SCATTERING

When the reaction given by Eq. (1) takes place in a nucleus several nuclear effects have to be considered. In general one may categorize these medium effects into two parts, a kinematic effect which arises as the struck nucleon is not at rest but is moving with a Fermi momentum in the rest frame of the nucleus and the other is a dynamic effect which arises due to the strong interaction of the initial nucleon in the nuclear medium.

In a nuclear medium the expression for the cross section is written as:

\[
\frac{d^2 \sigma_{\nu, \bar{\nu}}^A}{dY dE^7} = \frac{G_F^2}{(2\pi)^2} \frac{|k'|}{|k|} \left( \frac{m_W^2}{q^2 - m_W^2} \right)^2 I_{\nu, \bar{\nu}}^{\alpha \beta} W_{\alpha \beta}^A,
\]  

(3)
where $W_{\alpha \beta}^A$ is the nuclear hadronic tensor defined in terms of nuclear hadronic structure functions $W_i^A(x, Q^2)$:

\[
W_{\alpha \beta}^A = \left( \frac{q_\alpha q_\beta}{q^2} - g_{\alpha \beta} \right) W_1^A + \frac{1}{M_A^2} \left( p_\alpha - \frac{p^\mu q_\mu}{Q^2} q_\alpha \right) \left( p_\beta - \frac{p^\mu q_\mu}{Q^2} q_\beta \right) W_2^A 
- \frac{i}{2M_A^2} \epsilon_{\alpha \beta \rho \sigma} p^\rho q^\sigma W_3^A \tag{4}
\]

where $M_A$ is the mass of the nucleus. $L_{\alpha \beta}$ is the leptonic tensor given by

\[
L_{\alpha \beta} = k^\alpha k'^\beta + k^\beta k'^\alpha - k.k' g_{\alpha \beta} \pm i \epsilon_{\alpha \beta \rho \sigma} k_\rho k'_\sigma, \tag{5}
\]

with - sign for neutrino and + sign for antineutrino in the antisymmetric term.

$W_i^A(x, Q^2)$ are redefined in terms of the dimensionless structure functions $F_i^A(x, Q^2)$ through

\[
M_A W_1^A(\nu, Q^2) = F_1^A(x, Q^2) \tag{6}
\]
\[
\nu W_2^A(\nu, Q^2) = F_2^A(x, Q^2) \tag{7}
\]
\[
\nu W_3^A(\nu, Q^2) = F_3^A(x, Q^2) \tag{8}
\]

In the local density approximation the reaction takes place at a point $r$, lying inside the nuclear volume element $d^3r$ with local density $\rho_p(r)$ and $\rho_n(r)$ corresponding to the proton and neutron densities and the neutrino nuclear cross sections are obtained in terms of neutrino self energy $\Sigma(k)$ in the nuclear medium

\[
\Sigma(k) = (-i) \frac{G_F}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{4}{m_\nu} \int \frac{d^4k'}{(2\pi)^4} \frac{1}{k'^2 - m_i^2 + i\epsilon} \left( \frac{m_W}{q^2 - m_W^2} \right)^2 L_{\alpha \beta} \Pi_{\alpha \beta}(q). \tag{7}
\]

where $\Pi_{\alpha \beta}(q)$ is the W self-energy in the nuclear medium [27]:

\[
-i\Pi_{\alpha \beta}(q) = (-) \int \frac{d^4p}{(2\pi)^4} iG(p) \sum X \sum_{s_1, s_i} \prod_{i=1}^n \int \frac{d^4p_i'}{(2\pi)^4} \prod_i iG_i(p'_i) \prod_j iD_j(p'_j) \left( \frac{-G_F m_W^2}{\sqrt{2}} \right) 
\times \langle X | J^\alpha | N \rangle \langle X | J^\beta | N \rangle^* (2\pi)^4 \delta^4(q + p - \Sigma_{i=1}^n p'_i). \tag{8}
\]

$X$ is the final state which consists of fermions and bosons. $1$ and $j$ are indices for the fermions and bosons respectively. $G_i(p'_i)$ and $D_j(p'_j)$ are respectively the nucleon and meson relativistic propagators in the final state [39]. $G(p)$ is the nucleon propagator with mass $M$ and energy $E(p)$ in the initial state, which is calculated for a relativistic nucleon in the
interacting Fermi sea by making a perturbative expansion of $G(p)$ in terms of $G^0(p)$, the free nucleon propagator, and applying the ladder approximation to give \[27\]:

$$G(p) = \frac{M}{E(p)} \sum_r \frac{u_r(p)\bar{u}_r(p)}{p^0 - E(p) - \Sigma^N(p^0, p)u_r(p)\frac{M}{E(p)}}$$

$(9)$ $u_r(p)$ is the Dirac spinor with the normalization $\bar{u}_r(p)u_r(p) = 1$ and $\Sigma^N(p^0, p)$ is the nucleon self energy in nuclear matter taken from Ref. \[26\].

The relativistic nucleon propagator $G(p)$ in a nuclear medium is then expressed as \[27\]:

$$G(p) = \frac{M}{E(p)} \sum_r u_r(p)\bar{u}_r(p) \left[ \int_{-\infty}^{\mu} d\omega \frac{S_h(\omega, p)}{p^0 - \omega - i\eta} + \int_{\mu}^{\infty} d\omega \frac{S_p(\omega, p)}{p^0 - \omega + i\eta} \right],$$

$(10)$ where $S_h(\omega, p)$ and $S_p(\omega, p)$ are the hole and particle spectral functions respectively, $\mu$ is the chemical potential and for the present numerical calculations have been taken from Ref. \[26\].

We ensure that the spectral function is properly normalized and we get the correct Baryon number and binding energy for the nucleus.

The cross section for neutrino scattering from an element of volume $d^3r$ in the nucleus is given by \[13\]:

$$d\sigma = -\frac{2m_\nu}{|k|} \text{Im} \Sigma d^3r.$$  

(11)

Using Eq.(7) in Eq.(11), and using Eq.(3) we get the expression for the differential scattering cross section in the local density approximation with the hadronic tensor $W^{\alpha\beta}_A$

$$W^{\alpha\beta}_A = 4 \int d^3r \int \frac{d^3p}{(2\pi)^3} \int_{-\infty}^{\mu} dp^0 \frac{M}{E(p)} S_h(p^0, p, \rho(r)) W^N_{\alpha\beta}(p, q),$$

(12)

where $W^N_{\alpha\beta}(p, q)$ is the hadronic tensor for the free nucleon target that is given by Eq.(4) with $M_A$ replaced by the mass of nucleon $M$.

Using Eqs.(3), (4), (6) and (12), we get the expressions for $F_2^A(x)$ and $F_3^A(x)$ as \[13\]:

$$F_2^A(x_A, Q^2) = 4 \int d^3r \int \frac{d^3p}{(2\pi)^3} \frac{M}{E(p)} \int_{-\infty}^{\mu} dp^0 S_h(p^0, p, \rho(r)) \frac{x}{x_N} \left( 1 + \frac{2x_Np_z^2}{Mu_N} \right) F_2^N(x_N, Q^2)$$

(13)

$$F_3^A(x_A, Q^2) = 4 \int d^3r \int \frac{d^3p}{(2\pi)^3} \frac{M}{E(p)} \int_{-\infty}^{\mu} dp^0 S_h(p^0, p, \rho(r)) \frac{p^0\gamma - p_z}{(p^0 - p_z\gamma)} F_3^N(x_N, Q^2)$$

(14)

where

$$\gamma = \frac{q_z}{q^0} = \left( 1 + \frac{4M^2x^2}{Q^2} \right)^{1/2},$$

(15)

and

$$x_N = \frac{Q^2}{2(p^0q_0 - p_zq_z)}$$
A. π and ρ mesons contribution to the nuclear structure function

The pion and rho meson cloud contributions to the $F_2$ structure function have been implemented following the many body field theoretical approach of Refs. [27, 29]. We have performed the numerical calculations for isoscalar nuclear targets as the experimental results reported by the CDHSW [3] and NuTeV [9] collaborations are corrected for the non-isoscalarity in the iron target. In the case of $F_3$ structure function there are no contributions from pion and rho meson clouds as it only gets contribution from valence quark distributions \((u - \bar{u}) + (d - \bar{d})\).

The pion structure function $F_{2A,\pi}(x)$ is written as [27]:

$$F_{2A,\pi}(x) = -6 \int d^3 r \int \frac{d^3 p}{(2\pi)^3} \theta(p^0) \delta \text{Im} D(p) \frac{x}{x_\pi} 2M F_{2\pi}(x_\pi) \theta(x_\pi - x) \theta(1 - x_\pi) \quad (16)$$

where $D(p)$ is the pion propagator in the nuclear medium which is given in terms of the pion self energy $\Pi_{\pi}$:

$$D(p) = \left[ p_0^2 - \vec{p}^2 - m_\pi^2 - \Pi_{\pi}(p^0, p) \right]^{-1}, \quad (17)$$

where

$$\Pi_{\pi} = \frac{f^2/m_\pi^2 F^2(p) \vec{p}^2 \Pi^*}{1 - f^2/m_\pi^2 V_L' \Pi^*}. \quad (18)$$

Here, $F(p) = (\Lambda^2 - m_\pi^2)/(\Lambda^2 + \vec{p}^2)$ is the $\pi NN$ form factor and $\Lambda=1$ GeV, $f = 1.01$, $V_L'$ is the longitudinal part of the spin-isospin nucleon-nucleon interaction and $\Pi^*$ is the irreducible pion self energy that contains the contribution of particle - hole and delta - hole excitations.

In Eq. (16), $\delta \text{Im} D(p)$ is given by

$$\delta \text{Im} D(p) \equiv \text{Im} D(p) - \rho \frac{\partial \text{Im} D(p)}{\partial \rho} \bigg|_{\rho=0} \quad (19)$$

and

$$\frac{x}{x_\pi} = \frac{-p^0 + p^z}{M} \quad (20)$$

Assuming SU(3) symmetry and following the same notation as in Ref. [40], the pion structure function at LO can be written in terms of pionic PDFs as

$$F_{2\pi}(x_\pi) = x_\pi \left( 2v_\pi(x_\pi) + 6\bar{q}_\pi(x_\pi) \right) \quad (21)$$

where $v_\pi(x_\pi)$ is the valence distribution and $\bar{q}_\pi(x_\pi)$ is the light SU(3)-symmetric sea distribution.
Similarly, the contribution of the $\rho$-meson cloud to the structure function is written as [27]

$$F_{2,\rho}^A(x) = -12 \int \frac{d^4p}{(2\pi)^4} \theta(p^0) \delta(\mathbf{p}) \frac{x}{x_\rho} 2M F_{2\rho}(x_\rho) \theta(x_\rho - x) \theta(1 - x_\rho)$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $D_\rho(p)$ is the $\rho$-meson propagator and $F_{2\rho}(x_\rho)$ is the $\rho$-meson structure function, which we have taken equal to the pion structure function $F_{2\pi}$ using the valence and sea pionic PDFs from reference [40]. $\Lambda_\rho$ in $\rho NN$ form factor $F(p) = (\Lambda^2_\rho - m^2_\rho)/(\Lambda^2_\rho + \mathbf{p}^2)$ has also been taken as 1 GeV. In the case of pions we have taken the pionic parton distribution functions given by Gluck et al. [40, 41]. For the rho mesons, we have applied the same PDFs as for the pions as in Refs. [27, 28]. This model for the pion and $\rho$ self energies has been earlier applied successfully in the intermediate energy region and provides quite a solid description of a wide range of phenomenology in pion, electron and photon induced reactions in nuclei, see e.g. Refs. [27, 28, 42–46].

B. Target mass corrections

Target mass corrections have been incorporated by means of the approximate formula [30], which for $F_{2TMC}^T(x, Q^2)$ is given by

$$F_{2TMC}^T(x, Q^2) \simeq \frac{x^2}{\xi^2 \gamma^3} F_2(\xi, Q^2) \left[ 1 + \frac{6 \mu x \xi}{\gamma^2} (1 - \xi)^2 \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

and for $F_{3TMC}^T(x, Q^2)$ is given by

$$F_{3TMC}^T(x, Q^2) \simeq \frac{x}{\xi \gamma^2} F_3(\xi, Q^2) \left[ 1 - \frac{\mu x \xi}{\gamma^2} (1 - \xi) \ln \xi \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $\mu = \frac{M^2}{Q^2}$, $\gamma = \sqrt{1 + \frac{4x^2M^2}{Q^2}}$ and $\xi$ is the Natchmann variable defined as

$$\xi = \frac{2x}{1 + \gamma}. \hspace{1cm} (25)$$

C. Coherent nuclear effects

For the shadowing and antishadowing nuclear effects we use the model developed by Kulagin and Petti in Ref. [12]. We quote their formulae here only for completeness. Following their notation, we have the ratios for the coherent nuclear correction to the structure
functions $F_T$ and $F_3$, i.e., $\delta F^{\nu(\bar{\nu})A}_i = \delta R^{\nu(\bar{\nu})}_i F^{\nu(\bar{\nu})N}_i$ with $i = T, 2, 3$.

\begin{align}
\delta R^{\nu(\bar{\nu})}_T &= \delta R^{(0,+)} + \beta \delta R^{(1,-)} \frac{F^{(\nu-\bar{\nu})_N}}{2F^{(\nu-\bar{\nu})_N}} \\
\delta R^{\nu(\bar{\nu})}_3 &= \delta R^{(0,-)} + \beta \delta R^{(1,+)} \frac{F^{(\nu-\bar{\nu})_N}}{2F^{(\nu-\bar{\nu})_N}} \pm (\delta R) \frac{F^{(\nu-\bar{\nu})_N}}{2F^{(\nu-\bar{\nu})_N}}
\end{align}

In the above equations, the labels $(I, C)$ with $I = 0, 1$ and $C = \pm$ stand for the classification in terms of isospin and C-parity of the scattering states. The parameter $\beta = \frac{Z-N}{A}$ must be set equal to 0 if we are considering an isoscalar nucleus. Even for Fe-56 because we are considering it as an isoscalar nucleus. In the above equations the plus (minus) sign refers to

FIG. 2. Dotted line is $F_2(x, Q^2)$ vs $Q^2$ in $^{56}$Fe calculated using Eq. (13) with TMC. For the calculations CTEQ PDFs at LO have been used. Dashed line is the full model at LO. Solid line is full calculation at NLO. The experimental points are from CDHSW (solid circle) and NuTeV (solid square).
FIG. 3. Dotted line is $x F_3(x, Q^2)$ vs $Q^2$ in $^{56}$Fe calculated using Eq.(14) with TMC. For the calculations CTEQ [35] PDFs at LO have been used. Dashed line is the full model at LO. Solid line is full calculation at NLO. The experimental points are from CDHSW [3](solid circle) and NuTeV [9](solid square).

neutrino (antineutrino). We assume the same correction factor for $F_2$ and $F_T$.

$$\delta F_2^{\nu(\bar{\nu})} = \delta F_T^{\nu(\bar{\nu})} = \delta R_T^{\nu(\bar{\nu})} F_T^{\nu(\bar{\nu})} = \delta R_T^{\nu(\bar{\nu})} F_2^{\nu(\bar{\nu})}$$ (28)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present and discuss the results of our numerical calculations. In the local density approximation, as the cross section is expressed in terms of the nuclear density, for the calculations we have used the density for $^{12}$C nucleus to be a harmonic oscillator
FIG. 4. Ratio $R(x,Q^2)=\frac{2F^e_{2f}}{AF^A_{2f}}$ with full calculation has been shown by the solid line. Calculations have been done for $Q^2 = 5$ GeV$^2$ using CTEQ [35] PDFs at NLO. The results from Tzanov et al. [9](double dashed-dotted), Hirai et al. [15](dashed line), Eskola et al. [18](dotted line) and Schienbein et al. [21](double dotted-dashed line) have also been shown.

FIG. 5. Ratio $R(x,Q^2)=\frac{2F^e_{3f}}{AF^A_{3f}}$ with full calculation has been shown by the solid line. Calculations have been done for $Q^2 = 5$ GeV$^2$ using CTEQ [35] PDFs at NLO. The results from Tzanov et al. [9](double dashed-dotted), Hirai et al. [15](dashed line) and Eskola et al. [18](dotted line) have also been shown.

density and for $^{56}$Fe nucleus is taken to be a two Fermi parameter distribution and the density parameters are taken from Ref [47].

Using Eqs. (13) and (14), we have calculated the $F^A_2$ and $F^A_3$ structure functions in the iron nucleus with target mass correction (TMC) and CTEQ6.6 parton distribution functions
FIG. 6. $\frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2\sigma}{dx dy}$ vs $y$ at different $x$ for $\nu_\mu (E_\nu = 65$ GeV) induced reaction in $^{56}$Fe. Dotted (Dashed) line is the base (total) calculation at LO. Solid line is the full calculation at NLO. NuTeV [9] data have been shown by the squares and CDHSW [3] data by the solid circles.

(PDFs) at LO [35]. We call this as our base (Base) result. Thereafter we include pion and rho cloud contributions in $F_2^A$ and the shadowing corrections in $F_2^A$ and $F_3^A$, which we call as our full calculation (Total). In Figs. 2 and 3, we have shown these numerical results along with the experimental data of NuTeV [9] and CDHSW [3] for a wide range of $x$ and $Q^2$. The effect of shadowing is about 3-5% at $x=0.1$, $Q^2=1-5$ GeV$^2$ and 1-2% at $x=0.2$, $Q^2=1-5$ GeV$^2$ which dies out with the increase in $x$ and $Q^2$. In the case of $F_2^A$ there are pion and rho cloud contributions. The pion contribution is very dominant in comparison to the rho contribution. Pion contribution is significant in the region of $0.1 < x < 0.4$. Thus, we find that the shadowing corrections seem to be negligible as compared to the other nuclear effects. It is the meson cloud contribution which is dominant at low and intermediate $x$ for $F_2$. In these figures we also show the results of our full calculation at NLO. We find that
FIG. 7. $\frac{1}{E} d^2\sigma/dx dy$ vs $y$ at different $x$ for $\nu_\mu (E_\nu_\mu = 150$ GeV) induced reaction in $^{56}$Fe. Dotted (Dashed) line is the base (total) calculation at LO. Solid line is the full calculation at NLO. NuTeV [9] data have been shown by the squares and CDHSW [3] data by the solid circles.

the results at NLO are in better agreement with the experimental observations.

Recently, we have studied the effect of nuclear medium on the electromagnetic nuclear structure function $F_2(x,Q^2)$ in nuclei using the same model as mentioned in Section-III. We have obtained the ratio $R(x,Q^2) = \frac{2F_A^2}{AF_2^2}$ ($A = {}^{9}$Be, $^{12}$C, $^{40}$Ca, $^{56}$Fe) and compared our results [28] with the recent JLab results of Ref. [32] as well as with some of the older experiments [48]. The deuteron structure functions have been calculated using the same formulae as in Eqs.(13) and (14) but performing the convolution with the deuteron wave function squared instead of the spectral function. See Ref. [31] for full details about the structure functions of deuteron. We have used the parametrization given in Ref. [49] for the deuteron wave function of the Paris N-N potential. We found that the results agree with those of JLab [32].
To understand this ratio in the weak sector we have studied the ratio of structure functions $R(x, Q^2) = \frac{2E_i F_A}{AP} (i=2,3)$ in the neutrino/antineutrino induced deep inelastic scattering. This is important as there are several groups [14-21] who have phenomenologically studied the nuclear effects in parton distribution functions (PDFs). The main differences in their studies are the choice of the experimental data sets and the parametrization of the PDFs at the input level besides some other minor differences. In most of these studies the experimental data have been taken from the charged lepton nucleus ($l^\pm A$) scattering and the Drell-Yan (DY) data. A few of them also include neutrino scattering data ($\nu A$) in the parametrization of nuclear PDFs for the analysis of deep inelastic neutrino/antineutrino cross sections in nuclei. The reliability of nuclear correction factor for the weak interaction induced processes obtained from the $l^\pm A+DY$ data may be questioned or how good would be the description if
FIG. 9. $\frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2\sigma}{dx dy}$ vs $y$ at different $x$ for $\bar{\nu}_\mu(E_{\bar{\nu}_\mu} = 150$ GeV) induced reaction in $^{56}$Fe. Dotted (Dashed) line is the base (total) calculation at LO. Solid line is the full calculation at NLO. NuTeV data have been shown by the squares and CDHSW data by the solid circles.

one also combines the $\nu A$ data. Recently Kovarik et al. [20] have phenomenologically studied nuclear correction factor by taking two data sets, one $1^{\pm}A+DY$ data and the other set of $\nu A$ data in iron from the NuTeV measurements and observed that the nuclear effects are different particularly at low and intermediate $x$. Here in the present work we have studied the nuclear effects in the ratio for $\frac{2\beta F_A}{\beta F_D}(i=2,3)$ in iron at $Q^2 = 5$ GeV$^2$ and the results are shown in Figs.4 and 5. Here, we have also shown the results obtained from the phenomenological studies of Tzanov et al. [9], Hirai et al. [15], Eskola et al. [18] and Schienbein et al. [21]. We find that our results for the ratio of $R(x,Q^2)=\frac{2\beta F_A}{\beta F_D}$ are similar to what we have obtained in the case of electromagnetic interaction [28], while the ratio $R(x,Q^2)=\frac{2\beta F_A}{\beta F_D}$ is different in nature. It may be seen that the results of the different phenomenological studies differ among themselves as well as to our results. Whereas in most [9, 15] of the phenomenological
analyses the nuclear correction factor in $F_2$ and $F_3$ are taken to be the same we are finding it to be different. Although the nuclear effects like Fermi motion and binding corrections are the same in $F_2$ and $F_3$ which have been incorporated by means of the use of a spectral function obtained for nuclear matter and implemented in nuclei using the local density approximation, the differences in the results of $F_2$ and $F_3$ in our model are due to the fact that in the $F_2$ structure function there are meson cloud contributions whereas in $F_3$ this is absent, there is a different target mass correction(TMC) and a different kinematical factor as can be seen from Eqs.(13) and (14). We have observed that the effect of meson clouds are large at low and intermediate $x$. There is an almost negligible shadowing correction. Therefore, we conclude that it is not appropriate to take the same correction factor for the $F_2$ and $F_3$ nuclear structure functions.
FIG. 11. \( \frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2\sigma}{dx dy} \) vs \( y \) at different \( x \) for \( \nu_\mu \) \( (E_{\nu_\mu} = 20 \text{ GeV}) \) induced reaction in \(^{12}\text{C}\). Dotted (Dashed) line is the base (total) calculation at LO. Solid line is the result with the full calculation at NLO.

In Figs. (6) and (7), we have shown the results for \( \frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2\sigma}{dx dy} \) in \(^{56}\text{Fe}\) at \( E_{\nu_\mu} = 65 \) GeV and 150 GeV respectively. The calculations for the the double differential cross sections have been performed for \( Q^2 > 1 \text{GeV}^2 \). Similarly in Figs. (8) and (9), we have shown the results for \( \frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2\sigma}{dx dy} \) induced by antineutrinos in \(^{56}\text{Fe}\) at \( E_{\bar{\nu}_\mu} = 65 \) GeV and 150 GeV respectively. We find that the results of the full calculations at NLO are in general in good agreement with the experimental observations of CDHSW [3] and NuTeV [9] collaborations.

In the present model, for the pion and rho mesons contributions the expressions for which are given in Eqs. (16) and (22) respectively, the expression includes pion and rho meson self energies [27] which has been earlier quite successfully used in the calculations of pion, electron and photon induced reactions in nuclei. It has some uncertainties such as the specific form of the spin-isospin interaction, specially for the \( \rho \) meson. To understand the effect of the variation in the parameters of the pion and rho meson self energies, \( \Lambda \) and \( \Lambda_\rho \) respectively,
on the differential scattering cross section we have plotted $\frac{1}{E} d^2 \sigma dxdy$ in Fig. (10) by taking $\Lambda$, $\Lambda_\rho=0.8\text{GeV}$, $1.0\text{GeV}$ and $1.2\text{GeV}$. We find that a 20% variation in $\Lambda$’s, results in a change of 4-6% in the cross section at low $x$ which decreases to 2-3% around $x=0.4-0.5$ and after that it dies out. To observe the effect of non-isoscalarity, we have also studied (not shown) isoscalarity vs non-isoscalarity corrections and found that the non-isoscalar correction is around 2-3%.

Figs. (11) and (12) are the results for $\frac{1}{E} d^2 \sigma dxdy$ in $^{12}\text{C}$ induced by neutrinos at $E_{\nu}\mu=20$ GeV and 60 GeV respectively and Figs. (13) and (14) are the corresponding results in $^{12}\text{C}$ induced by antineutrinos. The results in carbon will be useful in the analysis of data by the NOMAD [25] collaboration as well as the proposed NuSOnG [23, 24]. NOMAD 50 experiment is primarily meant to measure the neutrino/antineutrino cross sections with better precision and constrain the nuclear models. Therefore, our study of the nuclear
FIG. 13. \( \frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2\sigma}{dx dy} \) vs \( y \) at different \( x \) for \( \bar{\nu}_\mu \) \((E_{\bar{\nu}_\mu} = 20 \text{ GeV}) \) induced reaction in \( ^{12}\text{C} \). Dotted (Dashed) line is the base (total) calculation at LO. Solid line is the result with the full calculation at NLO.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize our results, we have studied nuclear effects in the structure functions \( F_2^A(x, Q^2) \) and \( F_3^A(x, Q^2) \) in the carbon and iron nuclei using a many body theory to describe the spectral function of the nucleon in the nuclear medium for all \( Q^2 \). Local density approximation has been used to apply the results for the finite nuclei. The use of spectral function is to incorporate Fermi motion and binding effects. We have used CTEQ \(^{35}\) PDFs in the numerical evaluation. Target mass correction (TMC) has been considered. We have taken the effects of mesonic degrees of freedom, shadowing, anti-shadowing in the calcula-
FIG. 14. $\frac{1}{E} \frac{d^2 \sigma}{dx dy} (\times 10^{-38} \text{cm}^2 \text{GeV})$ vs $y$ at different $x$ for $\bar{\nu}_\mu (E_{\bar{\nu}_\mu} = 60 \text{ GeV})$ induced reaction in $^{12}\text{C}$. Dotted (Dashed) line is the base (total) calculation at LO. Solid line is the result with the full calculation at NLO.

tion of $F_2^A$ and shadowing and anti-shadowing effects in the calculation of $F_3^A$. We have found that the mesonic cloud (basically pion) gives an important contribution to the cross section. These numerical results have been compared with the experimental observations of CDHSW [3] and NuTeV [9] collaborations. Using these structure functions we obtained differential scattering cross section for iron and carbon nuclei and compared the results in iron from the experimentally observed values obtained by CDHSW [3] and NuTeV [9] collaborations. We also find that the effect of nuclear medium is also quite important even in the case of deep inelastic scattering and the ratio of the structure functions in nuclei to deuteron or free nucleon is different in $F_2^A(x, Q^2)$ and $F_3^A(x, Q^2)$. 21
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